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PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL

Disclaimer

You must read this notice before reading or making any use of this presentation or information contained in this presentation. By continuing to read, use or otherwise act on this presentation or information contained in this presentation, you agree to be bound by the terms 
and conditions herein, including any modifications to them.

Summary Information
This presentation has been compiled and prepared solely to provide interested parties (Recipients) with preliminary information about Forticode IP Pty Ltd (ACN 119 044 263), Forticode Research Pty Ltd (ACN 619 257 706) and Forticode Australia Pty Ltd (ACN 619 257 626) 
(collectively, the Business) and is current as at 28 February 2022. This presentation is not a prospectus or any other form of disclosure document for the purposes of Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (Corporations Act) and does not satisfy the disclosure requirements for a disclosure 
document as required under the Corporations Act. This presentation has been solely prepared to provide participants with general information to assist them in making their own independent evaluation of whether they wish to proceed with a possible acquisition of an interest in 
the Business or the assets of the Business. The Business may, in its absolute discretion, without being under any obligation to do so, update, amend or supplement this presentation.

Disclaimers
This presentation does not purport to contain comprehensive information about the Business, nor all information a Recipient or its advisers may require in making a decision as to whether to consider a possible acquisition of an interest in the Business. Neither the Business or any 
of respective related bodies corporate (as defined in the Corporations Act) or any of their employees, officers, advisers, associates or agents (Parties), makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information 
contained in this document or presentation, or as to the achievement or reasonableness of any business plans, budgets, future projections, management targets, prospects or returns of the Business.

Forward-Looking Statements
Various statements in this document and presentation may be forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements can generally be identified by the use of the words “anticipate”, “believe”, “expect”, “project”, “forecast”, “estimate”, “likely”, “intend”, “should”, 
“could”, “may”, “target”, “plan”, “guidance” and other similar expressions. Indications of, and guidance on, future funding, earnings, cashflows or dividends and financial positions and performance are also forward-looking statements. Such statements are indicative only and are 
not, and should not be, relied upon as representations as to future matters. These forward-looking statements are not a guarantee of future performance and involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, many of which are beyond the control of the Business 
and its officers, employees, agents or associates that may cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements. These projections in this document and presentation are based on assumptions that may or may not prove to be correct and are 
subject to significant uncertainties and contingencies. Actual future events may vary significantly from those anticipated.

No representation of any kind is made that any of these statements will eventuate or that any forecasted result will be achieved. The recipient of such information must make their own independent assessment and investigation of the assumptions, uncertainties and 
contingencies which may affect the Business’s future operations and values and the impact that variation of future outcomes may have on the Business.

Limitations of Liability
Forward looking statements in this presentation speak only as at 28 February 2022 and, to the fullest extent permitted by law, the Business assumes no obligation or undertaking to update or revise such information to reflect any change to any information contained in 
this presentation. Except in so far as liability under any law cannot be excluded, the Parties are not liable for any representations, statements, opinions, information or matters arising out of, contained in or derived from any of the information in this presentation, is made by the 
Business or by any of its related bodies corporate or respective directors, partners, employees, officers, agents, consultants or advisers, express or implied, as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information, opinions and conclusions contained therein.

A condition of being provided with this this presentation is that the Recipient waives any claims or rights which it might have now or in the future against the Parties relating in any way to this presentation. Except to the extent that such liability may not be lawfully 
excluded, neither the Business nor any of its related bodies corporate or respective directors, partners, employees, officers, agents, consultants or advisers owe any duty (whether in equity, in tort or otherwise) to any prospective investor in connection with this document or 
presentation nor do they have any liability (including, without limitation, in negligence) for any loss or damage arising from or in connection with this presentation and any acquisition of an interest in the Business or the assets of the Business.

Confidentiality
This presentation and all other information made available in connection with it is strictly confidential and the property of the Business. This presentation (including the fact of a possible transaction involving the Business) is provided to Recipients, subject to the prior execution of 
terms of use with the Business (Confidentiality Undertakings). By receiving or retaining this presentation, the Recipient recognises and confirms its acceptances of the various obligations to which it is subject as set out in this presentation and pursuant to the Confidentiality 
Undertakings and, in particular, agrees to keep confidential all information contained in this presentation or otherwise supplied by or on behalf of the Business to the Recipient. If the terms and conditions set out in this Disclaimer are not acceptable, the Recipient must return or 
destroy this presentation and not act on it and should remove themselves from this presentation.
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Introduction

Forticode IP Pty Ltd (‘Forticode’) is the owner of innovative cyber security software, Cipherise
• Cipherise is an internationally patented security and authentication solution
• It addresses the shortcomings in existing global cyber security solutions, using a fundamentally different architecture:

• Completely removes the need for passwords and usernames
• Ensures users are effectively invulnerable to impersonation through mutual (two-way) authentication
• Fundamentally reduces the economic value (and probability) of cyber attacks through decentralised information storage

• Financed and developed in Australia, Cipherise (and its associated applications) is protected by global patents
• Forticode’s flagship customer is Australian National University (‘ANU’), Australia’s largest university, with over 100,000 users

Acquisition / Strategic Investment Opportunity:
• Forticode is now inviting offers from appropriately capitalised acquirers and strategic investors, with existing sales and technology 

capability, to acquire Forticode and accelerate the growth of Cipherise globally
• Cipherise is proven technology that is ready to scale (with A$10 million spent on development) in global Enterprise and the Managed 

Service Provider (“MSPs”) markets
• The Managing Director / Founder, key senior staff and technology team are prepared to remain with the business as part of this 

transaction to assist the successful acquirer in fulfilling Forticode’s vision
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Cipherise:

• Vastly reduces cybersecurity / data / privacy breaches caused by human 
error and manipulation

• Addresses the current significant short-comings of cyber security through 
the combination of three key features:

Global Product Differentiators

Cipherise is underpinned and 
protected by international patents

Mutual Authentication

Passwordless & Usernameless

Decentralised Storage

Benefits and 
differentiators of 

Cipherise

Users are in 
control of their 

own identity

Mutual 
authentication 
through mutual 

zero-trust

No more ‘honey 
pot’ for cyber 

attacks to target

No more 
ransomware 

attacks based on 
password 

compromises

Cost associated 
with password 

mishandling 
eliminated

Economic 
viability of cyber 
attacks is vastly 

reduced
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The proliferation of digital engagement brings with it an ever-
increasing risk of cyber attack

• Digital engagement (i.e., online usage) is surging, across entertainment, 
social and other media, online purchases, financial transactions and remote 
work and learning

• Cyber attacks continue to increase, year-on-year, in sophistication and scale

• Attacks come from a range of sources – including low level actors, crime 
syndicates and governments

• Cyber breaches are causing significant financial and reputational damage for 
businesses and institutions around the world. Consumers are losing 
confidence to engage in digital relationships

Current market solutions do not comprehensively solve the core 
problems of cyber security, including

• Malicious impersonation

• Vulnerability of usernames and passwords

• Centralised information retention creating a target for hackers 

Compelling Market Backdrop

The World Economic Forum’s Global Risk Report 2022 
concluded that:
• There had been a 435% increase in ransomware in 

2020
• 95% of cyber security issues are traced to human 

error
• There is a 3 million gap in cyber professionals needed 

worldwide
• The value of digital commerce will grow by US$800 

billion by 2024

 Cipherise’s estimated total addressable market is 
currently over US$60 billion globally
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Snapshot of Forticode

Ready for Scale For code 

Product Proven / Validated  ✓

Flagship Enterprise Customer  ✓

Successful MSP Deployment  ✓

Patents Active  ✓

Sales Posi oning / Marke ng  ✓

Revenue & Pricing Models ✓

Management Team ✓

Accomplished Advisory Team  ✓

Market Size and Growth ✓

Industry Tailwinds ✓

• Established in 2013 by Tony Smales, after his mother was a victim of a cyber crime

• Cipherise was developed and refined as technology evolved (including cloud technology), 
consumer and business requirements became more sophisticated

• A$10 million has been invested (A$8.3m equity) to support engineering / product development

• Recently successfully onboarded its flagship customer, ANU, a premier Australian university

• MSP solution was developed / deployed in 2021, alongside a white-labelled Cipherise solution

• Like most SAAS businesses, Forticode’s revenue model is premised on license, support and 
deployment fees (under term-based contracts). Since inception, Forticode has generated over 
A$3 million in revenue (current ARR of A$0.5 – 1.0 million)

Tony Smales
Co-CEO

Beau Tydd
Co-CEO
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Core tech team (of 9 people) 
includes the following capability:

• Systems architecture
• UX and R&D
• Systems administration
• Deployment and Integration
• Android and IOS capability
• Mobile and cloud technology
• Automation & testing
• Web technology
• Project management & contracts



Proposed Sale Structure

Current Structure

Forticode Inc
Delaware (US) Holding Company

Forticode IP Pty Ltd
• Australian private company
• Holds IP

Forticode 
Research 
Pty Ltd

Forticode 
Australia

Pty Ltd

• Under this offer, the successful acquirer will acquire Forticode by way of asset and business sale

• This will comprise all of the contracts, assets, business, intellectual property and resources of Forticode IP Pty Ltd required to operate Forticode and manage 
Cipherise

• Research used for R&D spend
• Forticode Australia currently 

dormant

Successful Acquirer:
• Asset and business sale agreement
• Seller is Forticode IP Pty Ltd
• Includes all Cipherise IP
• All shares in Forticode Research and 

Forticode Australia acquired
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Opportunity Highlights

1. Unique Technology
• Globally patented technology, which addresses stakeholder requirements in a unified solution

• Restores privacy and safety in online usage and restores control and ownership to users

2. Ready to Scale
• Product is proven and successfully deployed with a pipeline of enterprise and MSP customers

• Forticode’s key constraint to growth has been capital and sales and technology resources

3. Global Market
• Total addressable market is significant (US$60.9 billion globally)

• Growth is underwritten by consumer, business and government demands

4. Attractive Returns
• Pricing expectations are conservative (despite 8 years of development and A$10 million invested)

• Equity market multiples are attractive, with high growth comps valued at 10 - 20x forecast revenue

5. Favourable Legislation
• Current and proposed legislation will require increased cyber security measures to be adopted

• Civil and criminal penalties proposed, and government will have step-in rights to certain businesses

6. Australian Developed • Globally competitive, technology, financed by Australian shareholders
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Sales Process

Week beginning: 31-Jan-22 07-Feb-22 14-Feb-22 21-Feb-22 28-Feb-22 07-Mar-22 14-Mar-22 21-Mar-22 28-Mar-22 04-Apr-22

M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F M T W T F
Stage 1: Opportunity Assessment

Stage 1:
• Materials provided include: 

• Trade Sale Presentation

• Process Letter

• Product Information 

• Management Interview
• Client Interview and Case Studies

• Market Research

Review of information

Product demonstration 

Q&A

Expression of Interest due

Analysis of EOIs

Select parties invited to Stage 2 

Stage 2 – Confirmatory Due Diligence and Documentation
Stage 2:
• Access to comprehensive dataroom
• Vendor due diligence report (Finance)
• Proforma Asset Purchase Agreement

Final Offers
• Binding terms
• Documentation ready for acceptance

Access to Further Due Diligence

Management Interviews

Final Offers due

Forticode to revert to prospective 
acquirers

9 March

18 Feb

9 March

9 March

11 March

30 March

1 April

30 March

30 March

11 March

Forticode is inviting expressions of interest from prospective acquirers by 9 March 2022. A select group of parties will proceed to the second 
stage, where further due diligence material and management access will be provided. Final offers are due 30 March 2022.
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Product Overview



Redesigning Identity and Security

Cipherise is the flagship product built by Forticode and underpinned by 
several patents

• It removes cyber and human risks associated to identity theft and fraud

• Cipherise makes it easier for organisations to manage identity and access

• It eradicates the need for a company to juggle multiple traditional identity and 
security products

Cipherise is result of an iterative technology and customer learning process

• It has been developed over eight years and is ideally placed for multiple future 
innovations

• Cipherise is user ready and integration APIs are already available 

• There is nothing else like Cipherise globally

Cipherise is an advanced 
unified software platform 
with a fundamentally 
different architectural 
approach that addresses 
all the current significant 
short-comings of cyber 
security.
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Cipherise Key Differentiators

Mutual Authentication

Both sides are 
cryptographically validated 
every time making you 
effectively invulnerable to 
impersonation

Decentralised Storage

No honeypots and no insider 
leaks. We keep your identity with 
you and bind it into immutable 
relationships that can’t be 
tampered with

Passwordless & 
Usernameless

No passwords or usernames 
to know or enter ever again.  
Simple, safe, and secure –
and nothing to give away

Patents
Key innovations are covered by 
multiple patent families 
providing barriers to duplication 
in multiple countries
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Mutual Authentication 

‘Mutual Authentication’ requires all parties in any interaction to 
prove their identity equally to each other

• While other solutions, such as multi-factor (MFA), help reinforce authentication by requiring one party to 
provide more evidence of who they are, they remain prone to malicious impersonation as still only one party 
must prove their identity

• Common techniques to exploit this type of one-sided authentication and impersonation vulnerability are 
“phishing” and “man-in-the-middle”

• Cipherise enforces the mutually validated exchange of identification between parties – assuming “zero-trust” –
such that both parties can be truly confident that they really are who they claim to be

• Cipherise is the evolution beyond MFA

Cipherise enables users to control their own identity in a zero-trust environment

Addressing:
• Loss of counterparty 

trust amongst parties

• Customers do not 
trust phone calls with 
parties seeking 
personal data to 
proceed

• 67% of onboarding 
abandoned if any 
complications
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Passwordless & Usernameless

‘Passwordless & Usernameless’ eliminates the need for usernames 
and passwords entirely

• Password use is the most prolific vulnerability in cyber security but continues to underpin interactions. Humans 
are prone to mishandling passwords through weak password creation, repeated passwords and incorrect 
storage

• Password compromises readily lead to “ransomware” attacks which are costly to recover from

• Password management systems only compound the problem by using another single vulnerable password (or 
biometric). Moreover, all passwords are stored in a third-party centralised data store 

• Cipherise adopts layers of native (biometric) and proprietary (OneTiCK) interactions that completely eradicate 
repeatable secrets to lose, share or have stolen

With Cipherise, the huge business burden and costs associated with password 
maintenance is removed, whilst increasing usability, user satisfaction and confidence 

Addressing:
• Users have, on 

average, 90 online 
accounts

• 51% of passwords 
are reused

• Average cost of $97 
for a password reset 
through helpdesk
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Decentralised Storage

‘Decentralised Storage’ cryptographic technology ensures there is 
no single point ‘honey pot’ of information that can be compromised 
by cyber attack, even originating internally

• Traditionally, information is retained in a central location – a database for instance – where it can be accessed by 
authorised users.  Malicious access to this central store allows all this sensitive information to be harvested

• With Cipherise, authentication and information are distributed, meaning user details are not stored with the 
digital service – it requires both parts to participate in order to successfully complete an interaction

• A new unique cryptographically protected relationship is formed for every interaction. Confidence arises since it 
is uneconomical for a cyber attack to attempt to compromise every individual party 

Without a honey pot of information to access, hackers have no economic incentive to try 
and breach a Cipherise protected system

Addressing:
• 435% increase in 

ransomware in 2020 

• $3.92m average cost 
of a data breach

• 21 days average 
downtime from 
ransomware
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Cipherise is Globally Unique

• There is no other product globally with a comprehensive, singular solution to identity, online access, data storage and trust in digital engagement

• Cipherise uniquely and simultaneously enhances customer experience and security, through the following key features:

Key Features Why is this Important? Cipherise 

Unified  Solu on • End to end platform, simplifying the technology stack and reducing cost / risk of operations  ✓

Mutual Authen ca on •  Both par es verified in every digital engagement (i.e., always know who you are interac ng with)  ✓

Passwordless & Usernameless •  Secure engagement, removing risk (and consequence) of password loss, misuse and the  ✓

Decentralised  Storage •  Users have full control of their iden ty usage (i.e., no central ‘honey pot’ that is vulnerable to a ack)  ✓

Sovereign •  Confidence that underlying data is beyond foreign appropria on and big data reach  ✓

White Labelling • Customers can brand and integrate into native apps for their customers ✓

Superior Administrative Control • Audit trail for every interaction, superior access control and ease of onboarding ✓

Human Centric •  Product design enhances customer experience, regardless of user a ributes and ability  ✓

Cyber security Services • The team assists businesses to understand the nature of threat and risk across enterprise and customer facing 
systems for the purpose of enabling a sale – but it’s not core business

~
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Patents

Cipherise leverages patent protected intellectual property 
across key global markets

Patent (AU) Applicable 
Product

Description

2012328082
(25/10/2011)

OneTiCK Abstracted and randomized 
one-time passwords for 
transactional authentication.

2017233545
(17/3/2017)

AmberKey Method and system for user 
authentication with improved 
security.

2019388293
(26/11/2019)

WaveAUTH Mutual authentication of 
computer systems over an 
insecure network.
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Business Overview



History of Forticode

• Established in 2013 by Tony Smales

• Capital invested through 8 rounds

• A$10 million invested (A$8.3m 
equity)

• A$3 million in revenue to date

• 3 global patents

• Enterprise & MSP clients

• Product extensions mapped

• > 100,000 users onboarding

2016 - 2018

• Concept Identified

• 1st Patent Registered

• Coding & Design

• 2nd Patent Registered

• Recoded for Cloud 
(in Australia)

• Deployment and Testing

• Market Deployment

• 3rd Patent Registered 

• Bi-directional was provisionally 
submitted

• Pipeline impacted by Covid –
selling trust remotely was 
challenging

• Refocus to Australia

• Restructured infrastructure to 
enable MSP deployment 
scalability

2013 - 2015

2019 - 2020

• ANU ‘Flagship’ Enterprise 
contract and deployment

• MSP & SME offering deployed

• Ready to scale

2021
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Business Model & Strategy

Core Business & Product

• Forticode’s principal business and product is Cipherise

• Cipherise combines different security and privacy approaches 
and a decentralised, bi-directional cryptographic platform to 
identify, authenticate and authorise all user activities

• USPs include mutual authentication and a unified platform

• Vision / mission focused on secure digital engagement globally:

• Product - Allow all parties to engage digitally with confidence and 
simplicity, with assured mutual protected identity and authority

• Business - Restore and protect trust in digital engagement

• Strategy, vision and mission fulfilment predicated on:

• Adequate financial stability to attract quality customers, strategic 
partners and industry / government support

• Brand and product awareness

• Sales team and penetration into enterprise and MSP markets

• Global product expansion

• Continued product adaptation and development

1. Deriving Value from Core Business

Further unification and interoperability:
• Extend reach of confidence to more digital end-points
• Diversification - cyber-physical access management and workflow
• Scale nationally, then scale globally

2. Extend Foundational Capabilities

• Product and operational evolution
• Research and development - AmberKey (patent) - Forticode 

Research
• Cipherise.com developer community - forums and sandbox

3. Creating Value from New Frontiers

Specific niche solution innovation:
• Compliance sanctuary
• Consent
• Know Your Customer / Business
• Logistics
• Payments
• Voting
• Keyless document encryption

Strategic Focus & Growth Horizons
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Recent Progress has Positioned Forticode for Scale

• Following completion of several strategic, operational, technology, sales and financial initiatives in the 
past 12 months, Forticode is now positioned for global scale

• > 100,000 user, flagship enterprise customer (ANU)
• Development of strategic plan to move from pre-scale to scale
• Engagement of preliminary sales team
• Refinement of sales positioning and revenue model for domestic expansion
• Completion of Managed Service Partner (MSP) product offering
• Successful deployment with three MSPs (CRT, AUCloud, InScopeIT)
• Experienced management team
• Highly accomplished and well-regarded advisory team
• Renewed AUCloud contract to 2023 and first deployment to Australian government
• Renewed AUCyberScape – Australia’s cyber security ecosystem via AUCloud
• AUCloud IRAP compliance - assessed to PROTECTED environment -

https://www.crn.com.au/news/aucloud-first-authorised-provider-of-protected-cloud-services-
568891

• Successful R&D funding from the Victorian Government

“PKI is the gold standard for identity authentication and encryption, and the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) recently named PKI a key 
element of Zero Trust in its Zero Trust Architecture report” (CPO Magazine, 2022)

• Cipherise takes the gold standard and improves it by making it mutual and employee/consumer 
friendly. It’s not just about network connections anymore.

Ready for Scale For code 

Product Proven / Validated  ✓

Flagship Enterprise Customer  ✓

Successful MSP Deployment  ✓

Patents Active  ✓

Sales Posi oning / Marke ng  ✓

Revenue & Pricing Models ✓

Management Team ✓

Market Size and Growth ✓

Industry Tailwinds ✓
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Senior Executives & Advisory Team

Beau Tydd
Co-CEO

Over 20 years of leadership, senior 
management and board experience 

across technology and digital 
transformation roles

Current / recent roles include:
- Chair, Aus Computer Society QLD
- Adjunct Professor, Faculty of 

Science, School of IS (QUT)
- Adjunct Industry Fellow, Business 

Strategy and Innovation (BSI) 
(Griffith University)

- Chair, Oxfam Philanthropic 
Advisory Board

Tony Smales
Founder & Co-CEO

Over 35 years of technology and 
business experience, ranging from 
deep technical to senior executive 

roles in the telecommunications, risk, 
insurance, finance, trading, gaming 

and petrochemical industries globally

Relevant roles / learning include:
- Founder / MD, Forticode
- GM and CTO, Aspect Data
- Application & Services Manager, 

Diamond Key International
- Honours degree in Computer 

Science, majoring in artificial 
intelligence
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David Fairman
Highly experienced in Security & 

Financial Crime. CISO, Director, Advisor 
published author and adjunct professor

Michelle Price
Independent Consultant

Industry and Government Focus
(Adviser)

CEO at AusCyber

Gavin Keeley
Chairman and Non-Executive with 

decades of board level experience. Held 
multiple Director appointments and led 

technology teams

Lesley Seebeck
Education and Cyber Focus

ANU CyberInstitute and Federal 
Government CIO of the Year 2017

Advisory Team



Current Clients

• Forticode has focused on foundation clients in its key target markets of 
financial institutions, education, healthcare charitable institutions, 
technology and government: 

• Australia Na onal University (ANU) 

• AU CyberScape 

• AU Cloud 

• DXC [Australian Federal Government end user] 

• Pronto So ware 

• SignMee 

• Mercy Mission

• Clients are contracted, with typical contracts between 2 and 5 years in 
length

• Forticode has over 100,000 prospective end users through its existing 
client base
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ANU – Flagship Customer Case Study

• ANU’s students, staff and faculty should never need make a choice between security, convenience, and user experience

• Multiple business schools – all attempts to unify have had problems due to jurisdictional issues – Cipherise solves this problem by being able to provide 
different departments with their own controls and visibility, whilst allowing CISO/ITS to have global visibility and control

• Can provide SSO/Federation experience to users without having to federate the disjoint back ends – Cipherise mobile app does all the hard work of 
keeping disjoint identities and authorities abstracted away from the user, so they have no idea of the underlying complexity of infrastructure – allows 
for planned digital transformation – which aligns with their 5-year plan

• Admin users: 200 +

• Number of internal users: 3,753 staff

• No of students: 20,892 and ~88,000 alumni

• Contract period: Initial 4-year deployment and development, and then 5+ maintenance under MSA

“Cipherise delivers on the future I envisioned by binding the system and the user into a bi-
directionally verified relationship that is both simple and secure.”

Suthagar Seevaratnam - CISO ANU

Detailed Case Study PDF and videos in Project Matrix webpage

“I didn’t expect to find a company that was dedicated to creating a product that 
was secure by design and removed friction through an exemplary user experience; 

let alone to discover it in Australia.”
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Forticode Research

• Forticode Research undertakes Forticode’s research & development / innovation, currently concentrating a rich set of extensions and associated 
capabilities to the Cipherise platform, and supported by a developer community (cipherise.com):

• CipherChain: The ability to encrypt information and throw away the 
keys. Available as a single link or a fully encapsulated chain where any 
attempt to bypass a link results in the degradation of the entire chain

• Consensus: Incept identity using a decentralised social model where 
trust is provided in segments by existing parties

• Anonymous Delivery: Allow for the “right to receive” to be asserted 
such that digital or real-world packages can be tracked and mutually 
accepted without exposing identity to the logistical processes

• Payments – Traditional and Peer to Peer

• Voting

• Kiosk applications – MFA for legacy card applications

• Mobileless – OneTiCK direct to the browser

• Catalyst – bringing passwordless to everyone

• Safe, immutable consent

• Certified messages from organisations to end Users

• Open Anything – homes, cars, gates, post-boxes

• CipherMarking – unique cryptographic fingerprinting

• Forticode has consistently attracted the Australian Government's Research and Development Tax Incentive (R&D Tax Incentive or R&DTI), which helps 
companies innovate and grow by offsetting some of the costs of eligible research and development (R&D)

• Forticode recently secured the Invest Victoria R&D Cash Flow Loans initiative to facilitate pursuit of its research and development goals
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Financial Snapshot 



Profit & Loss Summary

Revenue
• Revenue is generated through the licence of the Cipherise product to 

enterprise and MSP customers
• The increase in CY20 was driven by the onboarding of Australian National 

University, contributing $537k
• The decrease in YTD21 was due to a decrease in revenue from Pronto 

Software, falling from $762k in CY20 to $63k in YTD21. The Pronto contract 
has progressed from delivery phase to maintenance phase

Other Income
• Forticode received a grant from the Australian Cyber Security Growth Network 

for $867k in CY19 for an upgrade to the Cipherise product. This was a 
significant project that ran over 12 months

• Forticode also received R&D income of $145k in CY19 and $387k in YTD21
• COVID-19 government subsidies received in CY20 and YTD21 have been 

normalised as they are one-off receipts

Operating Expenses
• Employee expenses are the largest operating expense, accounting for c. 79% 

of total expenses in YTD21
• Expenses decreased for Forticode in CY20 in response to COVID-19, with staff 

levels cut from 25 employees to 7 employees, and office space reduced
• In CY19, $1,769k of wages were capitalised to product development costs. 

There was no wages capitalisation in CY20 or YTD21
• Occupancy expenses decreased as office space was reduced in response to 

COVID-19

Pricing
• Pricing is comprised of the following components:

• Provisioning (one-off): level of work required for upfront design, 
deployment, testing and training

• Integration (one-off): work required to integrate 
• License (ARR): cost depends on the number of internal users, 

external users, administrators. Lower charges for external 
customers apply 

• Support & Maintenance (ARR): depends on level of support and 
maintenance required

• ANU received a heavily discounted price as a flagship education client
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A$000 CY19 CY20 YTD 21 (Oct)
Revenue 424 1,312 435
Other Income 1,004 0 387
Total Income 1,428 1,312 821
Expenses
Employee Expenses (679) (980) (875)
Operating Expenses (242) (137) (126)
Administrative Expenses (430) (45) (94)
Occupancy Expenses (113) (79) (12)
Total Expenses (1,465) (1,241) (1,108)
Normalised EBITDA (38) 70 (286)
YoY Revenue Growth n/a/ 209% n/a
Norm EBITDA Margin -9% 5% -66%



Establish the strategic partnership

Sales Strategy

• Developed using existing management relationships. Prospects are in insurance, education, food and technology

• Management believe there is a strong chance of success

• Potential ARR uplift of $200-300k

Management has a three key sales strategies:

Execute on four near term sales prospects 

Sales Strategy 
• Target organisations which have Microsoft 365 and demonstrate how Cipherise eradicates the risks and threats associated 

to breaches related to identity theft and account borrowing

• Leverage the success of the first enterprise client to target other educational facilities. In-talks with targets in varying 
industries: retail, not-for-profit, professional associations, entertainment/gaming, specialised care, religious institutions

• Continue to drive the MSP solution through recent partnerships

• Negotiations are underway to establish a strategic partnership. If successful, testing will be the next phase

• Microsoft introduces Cipherise as a catalogue product and Microsoft salesforce promote Cipherise
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Balance Sheet

Patents and Trademarks: Forticode’s three global patents –
OneTICK, AmberKey and WaveAUTH are included as intangible 
assets

Product Development: Capitalised product development costs 
including software development wages represent direct costs 
incurred in developing the Cipherise product

Deferred Income: As the business initially amortised revenue 
monthly over the term of the contract, there was a large deferred 
income balance of $834k as at December 2019. However, 
Forticode altered its approach to recognise revenue upfront during 
CY21, on the basis that each payment generally corresponds to 
services delivered within the period, resulting in the nil balance 
seen as at September 2021
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A$000 Dec-19 Dec-20 Sep-21

Current Assets

Cash and Cash Equiv 291 58 331

Sundry Debtors 727 0 0

Prepaid Exp 182 17 65

Total Current Assets 1,200 76 396

Non-Current Assets

Property, Plant, Equip 28 7 2

Patents & Trademarks 679 679 679

Product Development 3,555 3,555 3,555

Total Non-Current Assets 4,262 4,241 4,237

Total Assets 5,462 4,317 4,633

Total Liabilities 3,348 1,906 2,405

Net Assets 2,113 2,410 2,228



Appendix - Market Overview



Cyber Security Market Overview

• The cyber security market globally is currently valued at US$150.4 billion 
and is expected to grow to US$248 billion by 2026

• Based on worldwide spending on information security and risk 
management technology and services

• Market split between services / hardware (59%) and products (41%)

• Cloud security (41% p.a.), data security (17.5% p.a.) and IAM (15.6% 
p.a.) sector growth is among the fastest in the cyber security market

• Cyber security globally is becoming more significant to consumers, 
corporations, governments and charitable institutions and more 
prominent in media coverage:

• The Australian government has identified cyber security as one of 
six sectors considered vital for the long-term prospects of the 
economy

• AustCyber's Digital Trust Report 2020 estimates that a four-week 
disruption due to a significant cyber security incident would cost 
the economy cA$30 billion, or about 1.5 percent of GDP, and would 
result in the loss of over 160,000 jobs

• Cyber security spending is the top priority in 2021, according to 
CIOs

• The World Economic Forum’s Global Risk Report 2022 noted there 
had been a 435% increase in ransomware in 2020 and that there 
was a gap of 3 million cyber professionals worldwide

Source – Gartner (May 2021)

Current Global Addressable Market- US$60.9 billion
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Digital Engagement is a Key Driver of Cyber Security

• Forticode’s addressable market is underpinned by the proliferation of digital engagement (i.e., online usage)

Remote Working & Learning: Accelerated by the global health crisis

Financial Services & Transactions: Exchange transactions, banking, trading, virtual currencies 
(Bitcoin) and micro-financing 

Media: Migra on of tradi onal media and entertainment consump on to online  streaming 
services in particular

Government: voting, taxa on, census and healthcare 

Internet of Things: smart end-points and home automation

Bring Your Own Device: practice of allowing the employees of an organisation to use their own 
computers, smartphones, or other devices for work purposes

REMOTE WORK 
& LEARNING

FINANCIAL 
SERVICES & 

TRANSACTIONS

MEDIA GOVERNMENT

INTERNET OF 
THINGS

BRING YOUR 
OWN DEVICE
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With Digital Engagement, Comes Loss and Cyber Attacks

• Digital engagement gives rise to many risks and consequences, not adequately, or comprehensively, addressed by current technology, platforms, 
systems and vendors

• In Australia, cyber attacks were reported at the rate of one every 8 minutes (in FY21)

Key Issues Context & Examples

Password Loss & 
Misuse

• Users have, on average, 90 online accounts
• 51% of passwords are reused
• Average cost of $97 for a password reset through helpdesk

Loss of Counterparty 
Trust

•  End phone call with bank seeking personal data to proceed
• 67% on onboarding abandoned if any complications

Ransomware
•  Ransoms of USD$70m demanded for the release of encrypted data
• Operating interruptions or destruction to vital services – health care as an easy 

target

Sovereign Data 
Appropriation

• Foreign governments sequestering data stored abroad
• International state sponsored misinformation campaigns – US elections
• Twitter removed more than 170,000 accounts connected to state-run propaganda 

operations based in China, Russia and Turkey
• University research data compromises and breaching patents to advance industry

$3.92M
AVERAGE COST OF 

A DATA BREACH

Source: Ponemon Institute: 2019 Cost of a Data Breach Study

279 DAYS
TIME TO CONTAIN 

A BREACH

11 SECONDS
FREQUENCY OF 
RANSOMWARE 

ATTACKS

25,575 RECORDS
AVERAGE SIZE OF 

DATA BREACH 

274% SINCE 2019
RANSOMWARE 

DEMAND 
INCREASE

21 DAYS
AVERAGE 

DOWNTIME FROM 
RANSOMWARE
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Cyber Attacks are Increasing in Sophistication & Scale

• Kaseya (MSP) - July 2021. Ransomware attack (USD$70m demand) 1,500 organisations impacted. 
(Source: npr.org)

• JBS - May 2021 – Ransomware attack that affected meat supply including processing plants in Australia. 
JBS paid a reported US$11 million ransom to restore services (Source: SMH, CNN)

• Colonial Pipeline – May 2021. Colonial Pipeline paid ~$5 million in bitcoin to restore networks after is 
suffered a ransomware attach by a suspected organised crime group (Source: Cybertalk, Bloomberg)

• Uniting Care QLD - April 2021. Ransomware attack, 2 months to regain control of systems in aged care 
and healthcare containing highly sensitive and medical information. (Source: ACSC)

• Swinburne University - April 2021. 5,200 members of staff and 100 students' personal 
information inadvertently released on the Internet. (Source: Swinburne.edu.au)

• RMIT - February 2021. Phishing cyber attack effects thousands of students, workers go unpaid, library 
unable to function. (Source: The Age)

• Oxfam Australia - January 2021. 1.7m supporter records compromised from a data leak. (Source: Oxfam)

• A four-week-long major disruption to Australia’s digital economy would cost up to $30 billion, the 
equivalent of 1.5% of national GDP and lead to direct losses of 163,000 jobs. (Source: AustCyber)

• Over 12,000 cyber crime reports made from New South Wales alone and rising in 2020. (Source: Report 
Cyber Australia)

• More than 500 ransomware cyber attacks reported in 2020-21, an increase of 15%. (Source: ACSC)
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Other Industry Tailwinds Are Increasing

Consumer Demands • Security from external attacks – phone, email and SMS scams at an all-time high
• Privacy and ability to retain, protect and own personal data – right to be forgotten
• Confidence that third-parties are who they say they are

Legislation (Current and 
Proposed)

• Commonwealth legislation within parts 10.7 and 10.8 of the Criminal Code Act 1995
• Cybercrime Act 2001
• Surveillance Legislation Amendment (Identity and Disrupt) Bill 2020 and 2021 proposed reforms:

• Provision of government assistance to industry as a last resort
• Introduction of a cyber-incident reporting regime for critical infrastructure assets
• Expanding the definition of critical infrastructure to include ostensibly private industry sectors

Technological Advances • Machine learning – predicative defence and detection mechanism
• Biometrics – measurement and statistical analysis of people's unique physical and behavioral characteristics

Business Cost and 
Reputation

• DevSecOps – technology development practices that make security everyone's concern
• Appointment of senior corporate officers and response teams
• Heightened obligation and focus on board and company officers (cyber risk and privacy are boardroom topics)
• Proactive responses to avoid negative publicity (and increased focus as core marketing message)

• Other than digital engagement and the increase in cyber attacks, there are other significant tailwinds for the cyber security industry:
• Consumers are demanding more from digital engagement than customer experience at any price – privacy is critical
• Businesses are increasingly responsive to financial and reputational risk associated with cyber attacks
• Governments can step-in to critical businesses that are compromised by cyber attacks (with the definition of ‘critical’ broadening considerably)
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